American Ballet Theatre offers your group of 15 or more the power, drama and athleticism of the world’s greatest dancers on the world’s greatest stage. As the curtain rises to reveal exquisite costumes, awe-inspiring sets and ballet’s greatest tales of passion, heroism, and romance, each member of your party will have a uniquely individual experience to make your entire group event simply extraordinary!

Order today and enjoy these GROUP BENEFITS:
• Outstanding Savings
• Priority Seating
• Professional Consultation
• Glamorous Lincoln Center location

Call 212.501.3410 or email ekoga@abt.org
“Once in a not too frequent while there comes along an evening that reminds you what dancing is for, why you’re in the theatre in the first place, and why dance is not a luxury or a frill but a necessity of life. Such an evening was American Ballet Theatre.”

– The Washington Post

2009 Spring Season Repertoire

**Sylvia**
A ravishing fast-paced fantasy set amid verdant forests and majestic temples, this mythological love story unites the huntress Sylvia and a lovelorn shepherd with the divine intervention of the deity Eros.

**Romeo and Juliet**
Kenneth MacMillan’s masterful interpretation of Shakespeare’s enduring romantic tragedy has become one of ABT’s signature productions.

**All-Prokofiev Celebration**
One of the great composers of the 20th century, Sergei Prokofiev’s genius is celebrated in this program that includes James Kudelka’s Prodigious Son by George Balanchine; and a World Premiere by Alexei Ratmansky, artistic director of the Bolshoi Ballet and ABT’s new Artist in Residence.

**Le Corsaire**
Set to Tchaikovsky’s glorious score, this romantic tale of love and forgiveness is often considered the world’s most beloved ballet.

**Swan Lake**
A magical, fantastic world comes alive where demons lurk, witches weave evil spells, and a beguiling sylph lures a young Scotsman from his fiancée on his wedding day.

**La Sylphide (full length) in a double bill with Airs**
An electrifying exotic fable of a dashing pirate’s love for a beautiful harem girl never fail to delight.

**Giselle**
This tale of unrequited love perfectly fuses music, movement and drama. ABT’s unrivalled roster of international ballet stars brings Giselle’s mystery and ethereal beauty vivdly to life.

Group Benefits

**OUTSTANDING SAVINGS**
Enjoy substantial savings off the full price of individual tickets, and your group pays no service fee.

**PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION**
ABT will help plan your group event, including excellent customer service, insightful program materials, and recommendations for restaurants and parking.

**PRIORITY SEATING**
Your group will receive priority seating before the box office opens!

**GLAMOROUS LOCATION**
American Ballet Theatre performs at the glamorous Metropolitan Opera House, conveniently located on New York City’s Upper West Side and easily accessible by private car or motor coach as well as via public transportation.

**Call 212.501.3410 • Fax 212.721.4357**

Le Corsaire
From the Pasha’s dazzling palace to a spectacular shipwreck on a desert island, this exotic fable of a dashing pirate’s love for a beautiful harem girl never fails to delight.

Balanchine-Tchaikovsky Spectacular
George Balanchine’s love for Tchaikovsky is reflected in this sparkling showcase. This popular program includes the NYC Company Premieres of Allegro Brillante, the poignant Mauroitana, an electrifying Tchaikovsky Pas de Deux as well as the fiendishly difficult Theme and Variations.

Swan Lake
Set to Tchaikovsky’s glorious score, this romantic tale of love and forgiveness is often considered the world’s most beloved ballet.

Giselle
This tale of unrequited love perfectly fuses music, movement and drama. ABT’s unrivalled roster of international ballet stars brings Giselle’s mystery and ethereal beauty vivdly to life.